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Colorful cars beep-beep, toot-toot, vroom-vroom, and whoosh across these collage-like pages,

inviting kids along on an entertaining trip. Little ones will love joining in with the sounds, reading

them aloud as they watch a little red jeep, big blue van, and big yellow taxi pass by. What do you

get when all these vehicles make their distinctive sounds at the same time? A lot of cool noise!
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Emma Garcia was born in Yorkshire, England and studied education and psychology at Liverpool

University. She works as an early years advisor and her experience has given her a strong insight

into what young children enjoy reading. Emma lives in London with her husband and two sons.

I ordered this book, along with a few other car / truck books for my 20 month old, since cars is ALL

he is into right now! Out of all the books we ordered (even the Richard Scarry ones), this is by far

his favorite. It's simple, bright colors, and my son loves to imitate the vehicle noises while I am

reading him the book. It's a nice size - not too large that he struggles to carry it around, but not so

small that the pictures are hard to see. I definitely recommend this book to ANY little vehicle lovers!

My sons FAVORITE book. We started getting it at the library and he fell in love with it. I like the

larger version better, but that's just personal preference. This one is great for crazy toddlers who like

to spill and rip pages because neither of those things can break this book!



My 5 year old loves these books. He brought one home from the library and we had to get the whole

collection. These will not disappoint,

Another book my son and I love. He is 5 years old and this is one of the first books he had. He was

only 2 years old when I purchased this. Even though the pictures are simple they are perfect for the

story. It also made it easier for him to read along with me.

Super! All boy! Love the simplicity and bold colors.

Good

My 2 year old loves this book! It's visual art as well as easy language helps her gain an

understanding of the material. She actually had the book memorized within a week (of us reading it

5x or more a day!).I recommend this book, as well as the other two that are similar: Tap Tap Bang

Bang, and another.

This book has terrific pictures that have distinct qualities that make it easy to tell the different types

of cars apart. For each car featured, it also has it's own sound associated with it. The story is simple

and goes through many different types of cars. My boys love this book and imitate the sounds and

recite the story well. After checking it (and other Emma Garcia books) out of the library several

times, we decided to go ahead and purchase it and they still love it time and time again. This

author's other book, Tap Tap Bang Bang, is also a favorite at our house.
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